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 The Cell eMap Live Updates System
Latitudes and Longitudes in 10°
Longitudes (LAT) in 10° Cell eMap is used for spaces, high speed flying objects or earth 
scanning. The Latitudes and Longitudes (LAT) in 1
scanning and pin point a location on earth
Cell eMap is the 1km2 cell and is used for mapping and navigation system in city or 
crowded area. The Cell eMap Live Updates System
and support local organization offices
secured than ever with broadcasting cell e
Latitudes and Longitudes in 10°

Figure-1: Globe Latitudes and Longitudes Layout

 The Cell eMap Live Updates System
around the world able to update their point
the local organizations know their local point
used with the existing Cell Phone 
broadcast Cell eMaps around each tower. When cars or smart devices travel close to a 
tower, the cars or smart devices will receive the next Cell eMaps and use in
Systems and ready for the next move
satellites, space stations, airplanes and cars with smart devices
positions on earth easier and faster and ready for our future spaces pin point on earth 
more accurate from far distance
earth. Cell eMap Towers can be covered 1
towers max) layout at each map
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eMap Live Updates System is the new map layout in cells
°, 1° and down to 1km2 cell maps. The 

Cell eMap is used for spaces, high speed flying objects or earth 
Longitudes (LAT) in 1° Cell eMap is used for faster map 

scanning and pin point a location on earth easier and faster. The highest resolution of 
and is used for mapping and navigation system in city or 

eMap Live Updates System is designed with State
support local organization offices update and maintain the Cell eMaps

broadcasting cell e-maps. Figure-1 below shows the Globe 
° layout for a quick view of the globe. 

 
1: Globe Latitudes and Longitudes Layout 

eMap Live Updates System is designed to allow local organizations 
around the world able to update their points of interest, and live traffic notifications
the local organizations know their local points of interest better. This system can be 

Cell Phone Towers or new form of Broadcasting Towers
broadcast Cell eMaps around each tower. When cars or smart devices travel close to a 
tower, the cars or smart devices will receive the next Cell eMaps and use in

next moves along their way. This invention will help
satellites, space stations, airplanes and cars with smart devices travel and
positions on earth easier and faster and ready for our future spaces pin point on earth 
more accurate from far distances when we have with the Cell eMap Tower

s can be covered 10° (6,480 towers max) or 1°
at each map’s corners where are possible on land or ocean.
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the new map layout in cells, based on 
cell maps. The Latitudes and 

Cell eMap is used for spaces, high speed flying objects or earth 
Cell eMap is used for faster map 

The highest resolution of 
and is used for mapping and navigation system in city or 

with State-of-The-Art 
the Cell eMaps easier and 

1 below shows the Globe 
 

is designed to allow local organizations 
of interest, and live traffic notifications; 

This system can be 
Broadcasting Towers to 

broadcast Cell eMaps around each tower. When cars or smart devices travel close to a 
tower, the cars or smart devices will receive the next Cell eMaps and use in Navigation 

long their way. This invention will help 
travel and locate 

positions on earth easier and faster and ready for our future spaces pin point on earth 
Towers located on 
° layout (64,800 

corners where are possible on land or ocean. 
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Latitudes and Longitudes 
The Equator and the Prime Meridian are the main lines defined

earth to start with. We have total of 36 meridians of Longitude and 9 North Latitudes 
and 9 South Latitudes with 10° 
and Longitudes layout which can be found on Wiki Encyclopedia

Figure-2: 
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Latitudes and Longitudes 10° Layout
Prime Meridian are the main lines defined the position zero

earth to start with. We have total of 36 meridians of Longitude and 9 North Latitudes 
 layout. Figure-2 below shows the Globe in 10

which can be found on Wiki Encyclopedia. 

: Globe Latitudes and Longitudes 10° Layout 
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Layout 
the position zero on 

earth to start with. We have total of 36 meridians of Longitude and 9 North Latitudes 
2 below shows the Globe in 10° Latitudes 
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Latitudes Radius and High Calculations
The Cell eMap Live Updates System

resolution of Cell eMap, and each 
and the high of each Latitude that the cell map is occupied
the calculations for each Cell eMap locate on Latitudes in radius, circumference, area 
and the arc of each cell. Figure-
on the given Equator dimension of 40,075.017 km.

Figure-3: Latitudes’ Radius and High Calculation
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Latitudes Radius and High Calculations
eMap Live Updates System is designed with the 1km2 

Cell eMap, and each cell position can be calculated based on the radius 
and the high of each Latitude that the cell map is occupied. This section will provide 
the calculations for each Cell eMap locate on Latitudes in radius, circumference, area 

-3 below shows the radius and high calculations based 
on the given Equator dimension of 40,075.017 km. 

Latitudes’ Radius and High Calculations Formulas 
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Latitudes Radius and High Calculations 

 cell for highest 
position can be calculated based on the radius 

This section will provide 
the calculations for each Cell eMap locate on Latitudes in radius, circumference, area 

igh calculations based 
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LAT (Latitudes) Cell eMap Calculations
 We can calculate the radius of the Equator, radius and
layout in Figure-4 below; also the area of Latitude cells in 10
based on the Equator length, and the distance between 
shows the calculation of ring area of Latitudes 0
km2; so each 10° Latitude cell (LAT10 Cell) area equals 44,385,159.549 km
1,232,921.099 km2. With this calculation, we can calculate any LAT10 cell area as 
shown in Figure-4 below. 

Figure-4: Latitudes’ Cell 
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LAT (Latitudes) Cell eMap Calculations
We can calculate the radius of the Equator, radius and high of Latitudes in 10

4 below; also the area of Latitude cells in 10° layout can be calculated 
based on the Equator length, and the distance between 10° each Latitude
shows the calculation of ring area of Latitudes 0° to 10° (LAT10) equals 

cell (LAT10 Cell) area equals 44,385,159.549 km
With this calculation, we can calculate any LAT10 cell area as 

4: Latitudes’ Cell eMap in 10° Layout Calculations 
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LAT (Latitudes) Cell eMap Calculations 

high of Latitudes in 10° 
° layout can be calculated 

° each Latitude. Figure-4 
(LAT10) equals 44,385,159.549 

cell (LAT10 Cell) area equals 44,385,159.549 km2/36 = 
With this calculation, we can calculate any LAT10 cell area as 
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LAT (Latitudes) 10° Cell eMap Format 
 The new format of point on map will be in Latitude and Meridian degrees. LAT 
stands for Latitude and following with degree 0°-90°, M stands for Meridian and 
following with meridian number (n) from 1-360; meridian 0 is the starting point.  For 
instance, Washington DC with current method located at 38° North & 77° West;  
so it is located at LAT-Cell map LAT40N-M290 or with higher resolution or  
pinpoint location more closer could be written as cell map LAT38N-M283. Figure-5 
shows the Latitudes Cell eMaps format for 10° layout. 

 
Figure-5: Latitudes’ Cell eMap 10° Format 

 With the new format showing above, we have the Table-1 below shows LAT Cell 
eMap in 10° layout with details of Latitudes’ high, Latitudes’ radius, Latitudes’ 
circumference, Latitudes’ arc length, LAT Cell eMaps’ area. Start from the Equator, 
LAT00E-M0 stands for Latitude at 0° (Equator) and Meridian 0 at 0° showing in yellow 
highlight. LAT10N-Mn stands for Latitude at 10° north and Meridian n; where n can be 
a meridian number from 1 – 360. Note that for this Cell eMap in 10° format, this table 
shows n from 10 – 360. We can see the south LAT Cell eMaps are showing the same 
number in length as the north and LAT Cell eMaps are labeled as LATddS-Mn. 
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Table-1: Latitudes’ Cell eMap 10° Information Table 

 

LAT (Latitudes) 1° Cell eMap Format 

The new format of 1° Latitude and Meridian is the same as 10° layout above, 
except that the cell is divided into 1° Latitude and Meridian shown in Figure-6 below.  

 
Figure-6: Latitudes’ Cell eMap 1° Format 
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Table-2: Latitudes’ Cell eMap 1° Information Table 
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Table-2 above shows LAT Cell eMap in 1° layout with details of Latitudes’ high, 
Latitudes’ radius, Latitudes’ circumference, Latitudes’ arc length, LAT Cell eMaps’ area. 
Start from the Equator, LAT00E-M0 stands for Latitude at 0° (Equator) and Meridian 0 
at 0° showing in yellow highlight. The excel table above was calculated by: 

LAT(high) = SIN([LATd°]*(PI()/180))*6378.137;    [see column 3] 

LAT(radius) = COS((<LATd°>*(PI()/180))*6378.137;   [see column 4] 

LAT(Cir) = 2*[LAT(radius)]*PI(); LAT(Arc) = LAT(Cir)/360;  [see column 5] 

LAT(Arc) = LAT(Cir)/360;      [see column 6] 

LAT(CellMapArea) = 2*PI()*6378.137*ABS((LATn(high) – LAT(n-1)(high))/360;  

LAT(RingArea) = LAT(CellMapArea)*360;    [see column 8] 

This table data represents for each meridian of 1° Rotational Zone surface; there 
are total of 360 rotational zone surfaces for 1° meridian layout. However, with this new 
format we can specify fractional degree for each LAT cell for more accuracy. 

 

Find a point of Interest Cell eMap on Earth 

 Let’s find a point of interest Cell eMap on earth with this new method for a given 
location Anaheim California USA, Disneyland located at 33° 48’ 37” N 117° 55’ 08” W. 
We can convert this format to decimal degree format as 33.81049°, -117.91900°; then 
write this in new format as LAT33.81049N-M242.081. Note that the new format we do 
not use negative degree or negative direction; so -117.91900° will be converted as 360° 
- 117.91900° = 242.081°. Now we can say the Disneyland is located at the Cell eMap 
within Latitude 33 and Latitude 34 and within Meridian 242 and Meridian 243. From 
Table-2 above we have LAT Cell eMap area at latitude 33 is LAT33-M242(Area) = 
10,333.406 km2; LAT33(Arc) = 93.3604 km; so there are about total of 101.65 cells in 
1km2 cell for highest mapping resolution. Figure-7 below shows the calculations for 
Disneyland position m’ in the coordinates of Isosceles Trapezoid O1m1O2m2 relative to 
the origin position O1, the starting point of LAT33-M242 Cell eMap for 1° layout.  
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The Parallel Transforming Percentage P% calculations for any shapes or objects 
in parallel transforming or zooming relative to a line or a point of the original shape or 
object, provide the following formulas for the Isosceles Trapezoid shape as below. 

 
Reference-1: Parallel Transforming Percentage Calculations 

 

Applying the Parallel Transforming Percentage P% calculations, we can calculate 
positions relatively to some well known positions on Cell eMap. We have, 

O’m’= (P%)*(O1m1 - O2m2) + O2m2; then 

O’m’= (100%-81.049%)*(O1m1 - O2m2) + O2m2 = 0.18951*0.086864 + 7.475328; 

O’m’= 7.49179 km. 

O1O’ = (P%)(111.319 km) = 0.81049*111.319 km = 90.22334 km. 

We can conclude that the Disneyland position at m’ is 7.49179 km in positive 
direction away from the meridian 242; and 90.22334 km in positive north direction 
away from LAT33. With this calculation, the Cell eMap system will be easier to pin 
point or navigate to points of interest within the Cell eMap relative to the well known 
positions on the Cell eMap. The known positions on Cell eMap like the 4-corners and 4-
lines of Cell eMap that can be predefined; this calculation will provide the navigation 
system for smart devices easier to calculate and help Self-Driving Cars more accurate in 
the future using LPS Navigation System which applying the LPS – Local Positioning 
System (the invention that was submitted on 2021/10/23; PCT/IB2021/0000949). 
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Figure-7: Locate Point of Interest LAT Cell eMap Example 
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High Resolution - The 1km2 Cell eMap Format & Layout 

The highest resolution cell map will be defined based on 1° Latitudes and 
Meridians for the 1km2 Cell eMap layouts for more details with approximately one km2. 
Figure-8 below shows the layout and format of the 1km2 Cell eMap at LAT33, LAT34 
and border of LAT35. We have LAT33 with 93.360 km; rounding up to 1km in length we 
can have total of 94 equal lines. Each line is about 993.195538 meters; so we have total 
of 94 cells across this arc of LAT33. LAT34 with 92.288 km; rounding up to 1km in 
length we can have total of 93 equal lines. Each line is about 992.344521 meters; so we 
have total 93 cells across this arc of LAT34. The equals distances between each 
Latitudes in 1° layout is about 111.319 km; rounding up to 1km in length we can have 
total of 112 cells across the arc of 1° between Latitudes. With this division, we have 
total of (112 * 94) = 10,528 cells of Isosceles Trapezoid shapes within LAT33-LAT34; and 
total of (112 * 93) = 10,416 cells of Isosceles Trapezoid shapes within LAT34-LAT35. 
Applying the Parallel Transforming Percentage Calculations in Reference-1 above, we 
can calculate the length of any Isosceles Trapezoid shapes in those LAT33-LAT34 and 
LAT34-LAT35 based on the known values of 993.195538 meters and 992.344521 
meters a cell length respectively. 

 With this division, we can write cell map in highest resolution, the 1km2 cell e-
map by rows (R in North or South Latitudes directions) and columns (C in Meridians 
direction) as LATdd-Mn- RLCM. Figure-8 below shows the LAT Cell eMap which Anaheim 
CA Disneyland located at which already shown in Figure-7 above; so we can write the 
format of first cell e-map in LAT33-M242-R1C1, second cell map LAT33-M242-R1C2, 
third cell map LAT33-M242-R1C3, etc… The calculation position m’ in Figure-7 is 
7.49179 km in positive direction away from the meridian 242; and 90.22334 km in 
positive north direction away from LAT33; and O’M is (100%-81.049%)*(93.3604 – 
92.288) + 92.288 = 92.491231 km; cell length at m’ is 92.491231/94 = 0.98394926 km;  
then C=7.49179/0.98394926=7.614 and R=90.22334/0.993924025=90.775. So the 
1km2 Cell eMap of Anaheim CA Disneyland located at LAT33-M242-R91C8. The map 
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navigation system will automatically joint or rejoin cell map when one reaching 
another. 

 
Figure-8: The 1km2 Cell eMap Format & Layout 
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Cell eMap Layout for Broadcasting Towers 

The Cell eMap layout in Figure-8 will be assigned to the broadcasting towers with 
number of Cell eMaps around the towers. Figure-9 below shows a simple layout of 
towers TR01, TR02, TR03 … TR12; and the 1km2 cell e-maps can be assigned within 
TR01-M1, TR01-M2, TR01-M3 and TR01-M4 for the 4 largest cells around TR01. The 
towers are not evenly distributed in reality, so one towers can handle number of 1km2 
cell e-maps more than the others. Figure-9 below shows the Tower eMaps around each 
tower in a perfect geometry. However, the Cell eMap Live Updates System can assign 
the way that fit its towers coverage depends on the distance between the towers. In 
city or crowded areas, the cell phone towers are closer than the urban area; so in 
urban areas, the towers can broadcast more Cell eMaps then crowded areas. 

 
Figure-9: Cell eMap Towers Layout  
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With current Cell Phone Towers coverage of about within 5 km to 10 km for old 
3G and 5G networks respectively. For 5 km cell phone tower radius of coverage, each 
tower can be configured to handle 100 cell e-maps (10 km by 10 km) in average or 
approximately equals to 100 km2. The software can divide the map layout virtually 
within its 1° Cell eMap with its preset 4-corners positions and 4-lines lengths into grid 
layout as shown in Figure-8 and assign each cell phone tower handling cell maps 
around it. However, the current cell phone tower coverage can be improved to have 
the coverage overlapping to support backup coverage for emergency tower failure, 
power outage or for maintenance. Adding new broadcasting towers can be another 
option to provide broadcasting services. 

 

Figure-10: Cell eMap Broadcasting Towers 
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Conclusion 
The Cell ëMap Live Updates System is designed with State-of-the-Art and 

providing secured broadcasting cell e-maps for navigation systems. Broadcasting cell e-
maps will prevent hacking or blocking from unwanted interrupters; and every smart 
device can able to receive cell e-maps on-the-go more privately without knowing from 
the others. 

 The important feature here is broadcasting cell e-maps; so the smart devices or 
smart cars do not need to have phone or internet services to receive the cell e-maps. In 
addition to this, local organizations can able to update their own local maps for their 
points of interest and live traffic notifications by their own and in their own languages. 
The local organizations can have the rights to support international language like 
English broadcasting along with the local language using Language Tag to support 
international travelers. This invention will prevent the navigation hacking issue on cars 
or smart devices use for navigating while travelling; and will support much easier 
navigating algorithms which works for one cell would work on the other cells. 

This system is a promise mapping and navigating system for our future and our 
younger generations’ futures for our smart world with the future supporting of LPS 
Navigation System. The LPS Navigation System will use LPS towers along the roads, 
along the freeway, across the neighbors, city-to-city to provide more accurate locations 
with this Cell ëMap Live Updates System. More than just that; this new globe mapping 
layout of 10° and 1° LAT cell e-maps will help our astronauts, space vehicles, space 
stations, and future programs for Space Port, Space Links linking with our home, the 
earth more accurate than ever if we adding Cell eMap Towers along the Latitudes and 
Longitudes or Meridians. This new map layout with Cell eMap Towers can help to pin 
point lost of airplanes or greatly support Air Traffic Control, Air Defense, and UFV 
Unmanned Flying Vehicles better than ever. 


